Review: The Little Prince
extravagantly otherworldly
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The cast of The Little Prince  The Musical .
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One of the most valuable messages in Antoine de
Saint‐Exupery’s novella The Little Prince is that one
sees clearly only with the heart.

To that end it is fair and important to note that the new musical version of
The Little Prince getting its world premier in Calgary courtesy of Theatre
Calgary and Lamplighter Drama UK is a heartfelt attempt to capture the
ethereal magic of this beloved fairy tale.
It is after all the fourth most translated book in the world and continues to
sell upwards of two million copies yearly.
The Little Prince is the story of a pilot (Adam Brazier) who crashes his plane
in the Sahara Desert and discovers to his amazement that he shares the vast
wasteland with a little prince (Sarah Caraher) who has left his asteroid to
explore planets in the solar system including Earth.
The prince tells the pilot of his love for a beautiful rose (Elicia Mackenzie)
back on his planet and of the little fox (Jennie Neumann) he tamed.
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He also tells of the other planets he visited ruled by such grown ups as a
businessman (Kevin Forestell), a geographer (W. Joseph Matheson), a king
(Justin Raisbeck), a drunk (Julio Fuentes) and a vain man (Andrew
McAllister).
All the while, the prince and the pilot are being stalked by a snake (Louise
Pitre).

A great deal of heart and love has gone into this production starting with the
music and lyrics by Nicholas Lloyd Webber and James D. Reid.
They use so many of SaintExupery’s beautiful sentiments as the starting
points for their songs be it for a ballad like Because it is She, a cabaret
number like The Riddle of the Snake or a glitzy production number like
Welcome to My World.
They explore several di erent styles of music keeping the evening fresh and
vibrant.
For his staging, director Dennis Garnhum has taken a Brechtian approach
letting us see the coldness of a blank stage and then ﬁlling it with magic as
actors bring in set pieces to assemble an airplane, simulate its ﬂight and
they dismantle it.
There are also hints that Garnhum has seen his fair share of Cirque du Soleil
shows in particular when the prince and pilot visit the planet of the
lamplighter (Alexander Nicoll) or when the prince ascends the lights from
the stars.
Garnhum is like the magician who shows us how the magic is created but still
dazzles us with it.
Bretta Gerecke’s set and costume designs give the production the feel of a
Tim Burton movie.
It’s extravagantly otherworldly and precisely what SaintExupery achieved in
his sketches and descriptions in the novella.
Every time Pitre’s snake slithers into a scene she dwarfs every thing and
everyone around her because it is one of those consummate musical theatre
performances.
She has the voice, the statue and the conﬁdence a stage villain needs.
Brazier also has a magniﬁcent voice as he proves in the second act when he
practically raises the roof of the Max Bell Theatre with his aria Water for the
Heart but a talent like this and a character so important to the plot needs at
least two more such numbers.
It’s as if Lloyd Webber, Reid and Garnhum didn’t know what to do with the
pilot because too often they leave Brazier wandering aimlessly when he

should be the commanding presence in the show.
Caraher looks every bit SaintExupery’s prince. She has the gait, the
presence and the innocence that is essential.
She has a beautiful soprano voice but Lloyd Webber and Reid keep Caraher
in her top register where it is di cult to understand the lyrics she is singing
and every song begins to sound the same.
Considering how much imagination and creativity went into so many of the
scenes in The Little Prince it astonishes me that Garnhum, Lloyd Webber and
Reid let the show ﬁzzle out.
It needs a huge ending vocally and visually to elicit the emotional response
this production, these characters and this story deserve and that simply
doesn’t happen.
Once again, Theatre Calgary has done itself proud.
It has given Lloyd Webber, Reid and their Little Prince the best of all possible
worlds with a world premier that is world class.
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The Little Prince at Theatre Calgary until Feb. 28
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